The discovery that short pulses of near-infrared radiation striking a semiconductor may lead to emission of radiation at terahertz frequencies paved the way for terahertz time-domain spectroscopy. Previous modeling has allowed the physical mechanisms to be understood in general terms but it has not fully explored the role of key physical parameters of the emitter material nor has it fully revealed the competing nature of the surface-field and photo-Dember effects. In this context, our purpose has been to more fully explicate the mechanisms of terahertz emission from transient currents at semiconductor surfaces and to determine the criteria for efficient emission. To achieve this purpose we employ an ensemble Monte Carlo simulation in three dimensions. To ground the calculations, we focus on a specific emitter, InAs. We separately vary distinct physical parameters to determine their specific contribution. We find that scattering as a whole has relatively little impact on the terahertz emission. The emission is found to be remarkably resistant to alterations of the dark surface potential. Decreasing the band gap leads to a strong increase in terahertz emission, as does decreasing the electron mass. Increasing the absorption dramatically influences the peak-peak intensity and peak shape. We conclude that increasing absorption is the most direct path to improve surface-current semiconductor terahertz emitters. We find for longer pump pulses that the emission is limited by a newly identified vanguard counter-potential mechanism: Electrons at the leading edge of longer laser pulses repel subsequent electrons. This discovery is the main result of our work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Methods for the generation and detection of electromagnetic radiation in the terahertz frequency regime are of great current interest. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] A key development has been the production of terahertz pulses on the sub-picosecond time scale by excitation of a suitable target using sub-picosecond pulses from a near-infrared laser. 3, 11 The availability of short pulses of terahertz radiation has led to the development of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy. 7, 12 In contrast to many other spectroscopic techniques, which are sensitive only to the intensity of the radiation under investigation, time-domain spectroscopy directly detects the amplitude and phase of the electromagnetic wave. This enables the direct determination of the real and imaginary components of the optical constants. 7 There are three main ways by which pulsed terahertz radiation is produced under sub-picosecond optical excitation. 13 First, if the pump radiation energy exceeds the band gap, it may produce electron-hole pairs, which in turn are accelerated under an applied potential. This is the phenomenon of photoconductivity. 14, 15 This was the first method developed, has been studied extensively, and is deployed widely, but is limited by catastrophic electrical breakdown and thermal runaway. 16, 17 Second, if an electro-optic crystal is used as the emitter, the non-linear mixing of the different frequency components of the pump radiation may produce differencefrequency mixing at terahertz frequencies. [18] [19] [20] This method is simple but relatively inefficient. 18 Third, photocarriers produced by above-band-gap pump radiation may give rise to transient currents that in turn give rise to terahertz radiation without the need for an externally applied bias. 11, 21, 22 This results in a relatively efficient, robust terahertz emitter. 13, 21, 22 Such transient currents are the subject of the present paper.
The transient currents at the surfaces of semiconductors may be divided into two classes. These may be classified as drift and diffusion currents. 13, 23 If there is an inbuilt electric field at the surface of the semiconductor, this will cause electrons and holes to drift in opposite directions perpendicular to the surface, 11 producing an instantaneous dipole. 23 Such currents are also referred to as surface or surface-field currents. If there is a difference in the mobility of electrons and holes, the two types of charge carriers will diffuse away from the surface at different rates, again producing an instantaneous dipole. 23, 24 The differential diffusion of electrons and holes is known as the Dember effect; if the charge carriers involved have been produced by photoexcitation the phenomenon is known as the photo-Dember effect. 25 It tends to be that the diffusion, or photo-Dember, effect is more prominent in narrow-gap semiconductors, such as InAs, whereas the drift, or surface-field effect, is more prominent in wider-gap semiconductors, such as GaAs. 13, 23, 26 It should be emphasized that this identification of two distinct processes is a simplification. In many cases, both drift and diffusion occur together, even competing, 26 and a full description needs to accommodate both effects on the carrier dynamics leading to terahertz emission. In our approach, to be described in detail in Sec. II, we do not specifically or separately consider these the two processes, but instead carry out a full carrier dynamics simulation in three dimensions based on first principles. In contrast to some previous treatments, the photo-Dember voltage is not contrived as an external boundary condition based on the steady-state solution, 27 but naturally arises as a self-consistent feature of the dynamic diffusion in our three-dimensional simulation.
In this paper we model the motion of photocreated charge carriers from fundamental principles. One approach would be to employ the Boltzmann transport equation. 28 However, since the excitation occurs on a similar time scale to the scattering processes, a hydrodynamic treatment is questionable. 23, 29 A better approach is to carry out a Monte Carlo transport simulation in three dimensions treating scattering processes explicitly from quantum mechanics. Such models have already enjoyed a great deal of success, having been able to demonstrate, in agreement with experimental studies: (a) The higher intensity of terahertz emission from InAs than from GaAs; 23 (b) the reversal of the terahertz field with reversal of doping (p-to n-) type in GaAs but not in InAs, due to a preponderance of the photocarrier drift in the former but diffusion in the latter; 23 (c) the effect of a magnetic field in rotating the radiating dipole to a more favorable orientation for terahertz emission; 30 and (d) observed shapes of the emitted wave form under different external fields and excitation densities. 25, 31 We carry out a full Monte Carlo carrier dynamics simulation for many different parameter configurations to identify the influence of each parameter on the generated terahertz field. To ground the calculations, we use as a starting point the material InAs, for which many experimental data exist. We then vary the parameters one at a time to explicate their particular contributions. In some cases, such as dielectric constant, the parameter is not readily amenable to change in practice, so the simulation is more in the nature of a gedanken experiment. In this way we identify which parameters are important and which are less significant in controlling the terahertz emission.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II an overview of our approach to the Monte Carlo method for transport simulation is given. In Sec. III the effects of varying various parameters are shown and interpreted. The newly identified vanguard counter-potential effect is discussed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we draw our conclusions. The Appendix provides more specific details regarding the numerical calculations in the model.
II. METHOD
We adopt a classical Monte Carlo approach 32 that follows three basic steps: 33, 34 (1) A particle is introduced into the simulation area; (2) during a small time interval dt, the particle moves ballistically; (3) at the end of the time interval dt, a scattering mechanism is selected; (4) the particle's momentum is changed accordingly. The steps (2)-(4) are then repeated for as many time intervals as required. Rather than consider only the behavior of a single particle, we consider many interacting particles simultaneously, the so-called ensemble Monte Carlo method. 34 This is the same general approach adopted in previous work applying Monte Carlo methods to terahertz generation 23, 25, 31 and semiconductor device simulation. 34 Some clear principles have been demonstrated in work by previous groups 23, 25, 27 in this field and we adopt these here. First, the charge-carrier diffusion and the electric field distribution must be solved self-consistently so that the electric field is updated to reflect the new charge distribution after each time interval; 23, 29 it is insufficient to consider only the static or external field. Second, the energy and the momentum relaxation of the charge carriers must incorporate appropriate scattering mechanisms; 23, 25, 29 polar optical phonon scattering is considered to be most important scattering mechanism 35 (these scattering probabilities are derived from Fermi's golden rule 34 and have been simplified here in Table II for the case of parabolic bands). Third, charge carrier motion between scattering events may be considered semiclassically. 23, 27, 29, 31 By this is meant that classical (Newtonian) mechanics may be used, provided the effective mass given by the band structure is employed. Fourth, the emission of terahertz radiation in the far field is proportional to the time derivative of the current density. 23, [29] [30] [31] 36 Details of the model are given in the Appendix.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Standard semi-insulating case: Consistency with previous modeling
To facilitate comparison between the previous work and the results presented here, we define a standard case of n-type seminsulating InAs (with the parameters given in Table I ), which is excited by a laser pulse consisting of photons with an energy of 1.55 eV distributed in time by a Gaussian pulse with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 100 fs, consistent with the parameters employed in simulations in Ref. 23 .
We set the surface potential to lie very near the conduction band edge of InAs, to give a band pinning of 0.1 V. We choose the positive sign to reflect a p-type surface which forms an n-type accumulation layer in the first few atomic layers. We use time steps of 10 fs and allow the simulation to run for an initial 10 ps to allow (dynamic) equilibrium to be obtained before the laser strike. Analysis of the J(t) data shows that at an elapsed time of 10 ps the system is essentially in equilibrium, and the surface potential has yielded a small accumulation layer near the surface, as expected. We then allow the laser to strike. This initiates a highly damped plasma oscillation that gives rise to terahertz emission. In presenting the data from the simulation, we give values of d J(t) /dt averaged over all carriers and positions, and call this the terahertz electric field. For ease of comparison in further simulations when we vary materials parameters, we set the peak-peak amplitude of this emission under standard conditions to 1.0. The subsequent results are presented normalized to this unit. . This is the value of deformation potential adopted here (see Table I ). (f) Intervalley scattering, calculated using a relatively large deformation potential of 10 × 10 10 eV/m (Refs. 25 and 35). Figure 1 summarizes the effective scattering rates of various mechanisms used in the simulations for electrons in the central valley. The effect of the scattering mechanisms on the emission of terahertz radiation is given in Fig. 2 . We see in Fig. 2 that the scattering mechanisms have very little effect on the terahertz emission from InAs. This is particularly so at very brief times. So the primary peak, at about 0.15 ps, and the secondary dip, at about 0.3 ps, are only very slightly affected. The next peak, at about 0.5 ps, is affected more strongly.
B. Scattering
We now make more specific comments about particular scattering mechanisms. Overall, polar optical phonon scattering has the largest effect. Carrier-carrier scattering has a negligible effect for the high-energy electron-hole pairs produced by photoexcitation, but on the other hand may be the dominant scattering mechanism for the low-energy cold carriers. Ionized-impurity scattering is relatively unimportant at the doping levels of interest. The importance of intervalley scattering depends crucially on the value of the optical deformation potential parameter. Intervalley scattering has a small effect for the range of values for deformation potential generally accepted in the literature, (1-3) × 10 10 eV/m. 37, 38 We have employed the value of 1.4 × 10 10 eV/m (Table I ). Values as high as 10 × 10 10 eV/m have been used on occasion. 25, 35 Such high values of deformation potential have a dramatic effect on the overall scattering rate, causing carriers to be scattered almost instantaneously (within 100 fs) to satellite valleys. 25 This is not the case in our simulations, which show a low probability for scattering to satellite valleys on these time scales.
The key result is that the pure electrodynamic simulation, with no scattering at all, replicates the important features of the simulation incorporating all the scattering mechanisms. The features reproduced include both the peak shape and the peak intensity. The explanation for this lies primarily in the low scattering rates in InAs (Fig. 1 ) and low scattering angle distribution for LO events (Table II) . A carrier, on average, is not scattered more than 20 times in a picosecond, as may be seen from Fig. 1 , and most of these are LO phonon events. Concurrently LO scattering has an angular distribution peaked strongly toward low angles so that, on average, absorption and emission events do not have a dramatic effect on electron momentum. 39 Hence the transport can be considered to be almost collisionless on these time scales. (We note that this does not hold for GaAs, as our detailed simulations, to be presented elsewhere, demonstrate.)
C. Dielectric constant
The dielectric constant is not a parameter that can easily be varied in practice. So the nature of the discussion here is in the spirit of a gedanken experiment. It may be seen in Fig. 3 that varying the high-frequency dielectric constant (∞) over a rather large range, from 6 to 14, changes the emitted terahertz field by less that 10%. However, a noticeable change in the time signature, and consequently the bandwidth of the emitted terahertz radiation, may be observed.
D. Band gap
The discussion here applies to narrow-gap semiconductors generally. As the band gap is decreased, the emitted terahertz field increases. An increase of about 40% is seen in decreasing the band gap from 1.0 eV to 0.3 eV (Fig. 4) . The effect can be understood in terms of the separation of the bands in our simple parabolic model and the effect that this has on the excess energy 155328-3 
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partitioned between the electron and holes; see Eq. (A6). So a decrease in band gap will mean more energy from the excitation photon is available to accelerate the photocreated dipole pair. Of course, the increase in emission on decrease of band gap can only continue until the band gap is reduced to zero. This may be possible in some zero-gap materials, such as spin-gapless semiconductors, 40 GaAs 1−y Bi y with high enough Bi doping, 41 or graphene. Looked at the other way, the same effect could be realized by increasing the photon frequency of the excitation pulse. It is interesting to note that a threefold increase in excess energy does not lead to a threefold increase in terahertz emission: The overall energy conversion efficiency drops for lower band gaps due to the combination of increased scattering and the vanguard counter-potential effect discussed in Sec. IV. This is relevant in understanding why InSb, which has a narrower gap than InAs, is reported to be a less efficient emitter at room temperature. 24 ,39
E. Surface potential
The dark surface potential arises from equilibrium, immobile charge trapped in discrete, surface-localized states. All previous simulations have implicitly treated this as a constant on picosecond time scales. This is reasonable, based on the experimental evidence that the surface charging of states after cleaving a crystal is a gradual process proceeding on the time scale of hours. 42 As in Ref. 23 , we find that the surface potential causes an equilibrium accumulation layer to form in the system before the arrival of laser pulse and this accumulation layer is sensitive to the value of the surface potential. However, the photocreated carriers are largely insensitive to this potential, due their high kinetic energy. Many escape quickly into the depth of the material, where the surface electric field is screened by existing cold carriers. These characteristics explain why InAs is primarily a photo-Dember emitter and show how robust the photo-Dember effect is.
The linear dependence of terahertz emission on surface potential we observe (Fig. 5) is consistent with the simplified model presented by Zhang.
11 That model implies an almost linear dependence of terahertz emission on surface potential.
F. Effective mass
In our simple parabolic model of the band structure, the effective mass parameter describes the curvature of the , L, and X valleys. Decreasing the effective mass in the valley leads to a dramatic increase in terahertz emission (Fig. 6) , since it strongly increases the electron mobility. In practice, it is not simple to vary the effective mass. However, our simulation allows the effect of such a modification to be quantified.
G. Absorption coefficient
The depth over which photon absorption occurs changes three features of the terahertz emission: The intensity, the peak shape, and the peak frequency (Fig. 7) . The change in intensity with absorption coefficient is simple to understand: A denser distribution of electrons near the surface enhances the escape rate of reflected electrons into the bulk. The change in peak shape is a result of an altered plasma frequency of the secondary oscillation. The change in the secondary oscillation also accounts for the shift of the frequency of the maximum radiated terahertz field. Increasing the absorption coefficient for longer laser pulses ( 100 fs) results in the peak-peak intensity increasing to a maximum value, which then remains almost constant. This saturation effect is not observed for shorter pulses ( 100 fs). For shorter pulse lengths, the increase in terahertz emission remains linear with absorption coefficient to large values of absorption coefficient. We relate the unexpected saturation observed for longer pulses to the vanguard counter-potential effect described in Sec. IV.
IV. THE VANGUARD COUNTER-POTENTIAL EFFECT
In examining the effect of various material parameters on the terahertz emission, it became clear that the terahertz emission was saturating when intuition would suggest it should continue to increase. One example was the terahertz emission saturating as the band gap decreased; another, even more marked example, was the terahertz emission saturating as the absorption coefficient increased.
We have checked that the observed saturation is not a computational artifact induced by limited temporal spatial discretization. We both doubled and halved both our time steps and voxel size. The saturation effect remains.
While reduction in emission efficiency has been noted before in relation to, for example, increasing optical fluence, 17 and the screening effect of a larger number of electrons, 43 the mechanism we identify here is quite different. It relates to the length of the laser pulse when this is on the scale of significant charge-carrier migration times. The effect is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
The photo-Dember effect leads to the net diffusion of electrons from the surface. For long pulses (≈100 fs), electrons from the leading edge of the laser pulse are able to escape sufficiently far into the InAs bulk to set up a counter-potential for electrons produced at the peak of the optical pulse. This counter-potential has the effect of reducing the overall current from the surface. Reducing the pulse length to ≈50 fs alleviates this retardation. For such a short pulse, there is less time The upper panel shows the charge density for excitation laser pulses of two different durations, one of 50 fs and the other of 100 fs, at the time when the peak of the pulse is at the surface. For the longer, 100 fs pulse, enough electrons have already escaped from the surface to set up a charge layer within the bulk that repels the electrons being generated at the surface at the peak of the pulse. (b) The lower panel shows the electrostatic environment for the electrons at the peak injection point for two different laser pulse lengths, 50 and 100 fs. For the longer, 100 fs pulse, enough electrons have escaped from the leading edge to produce a negative potential which repels the subsequent electrons.
for electrons from the leading edge to escape sufficiently far into the surface to set up a repelling potential for subsequent electrons. Figure 9 shows the effects of further reducing the laser pulse length to 10 fs for two different absorption coefficients. The increase in peak-peak amplitude with decreasing laser FWHM is explained by increased current surge since
where v is the average differential velocity of holes and electrons, and N is the total number of electron-hole pairs. In our simulation all lasers pulses contain equal numbers of photons with equal energy (1.55 eV) so the main effect of reducing the laser pulse FWHM is to increase dN/dt by introducing electron-hole pairs at a faster rate. From Eq. (A6), the electron-hole pairs are created with identical kinetic energy regardless of pulse length so at first glance v should not depend on laser pulse length. However, the vanguard counter-potential effect provides a deacceleration mechanism as the vanguard electrons from the leading edge of the pulse form an electric dipole which naturally acts to retard subsequent photo-Dember diffusion, as in Fig. 8 . The decrease in d v /dt due to the counter-potential is enhanced for higher absorption since vanguard electrons escape from the near-surface region within a shorter time period. For this reason, for longer laser pulses (100 fs), terahertz emission is not enhanced by increased absorption. However, Fig. 9 reveals that the combination of shorter laser pulses and higher absorption led to an enhancement of the terahertz emission by 3.5 times in the simulations. In these cases electron-hole pairs were created more rapidly than the characteristic time needed to form the counter-potential. The laser pulse length relative to electron transit times through the absorption depth in the emitter material is thus a key factor in the generation of terahertz radiation. As is well known, the time-bandwidth theorem implies shorter pulses should lead to a greater bandwidth. 7 Other simulations have shown previously that shorter pulses will also lead to an overall higher intensity. 36 Our simulation implies that there is also a different terahertz emission dependence on material parameters, for example, effective mass, absorption coefficient, and band gap, for different pulse lengths owing to the existence of a vanguard counter-potential.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered in detail the effects of varying distinct parameters on the emission of terahertz radiation from InAs.
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The trends we have identified would also apply to other narrowgap polar semiconductors, such as InSb. 24, 39 On the whole, scattering mechanisms have little effect. As expected, they reduce the radiation emitted, but the effect only amounts to a few percent. Further, in agreement with the previous literature on InAs, polar optical phonon scattering is the most important of the scattering mechanisms. Intervalley, ionized-impurity, and carrier-carrier scattering play very minor roles.
The effect of varying the dielectric constant-if that were practical-is relatively small, amounting to a maximum change in the radiated terahertz field of only about 10%. A similar observation applies to varying the surface potential. Even changing the surface potential by as much as 1 V only results in a change in the radiated terahertz field of about 10%. This confirms that the photo-Dember effect, rather than surface-field effects, is dominating the terahertz emission.
The three factors that have the most marked effects on terahertz production are the band gap, the effective mass, and the absorption coefficient. Reducing the band gap would increase the terahertz production; increasing it would result in loss of terahertz output. Decreasing the effective electron mass has a very marked effect. However, engineering either of these properties would require a new material to be designed with a drastically different band structure; this may or may not be feasible. Increasing the absorption coefficient can lead to a very dramatic increase in terahertz production, with a doubling in absorption coefficient typically leading to a 50% increase in the radiated terahertz field. It is in pursuing this, perhaps by surface engineering, where the greatest improvements in terahertz surface emission from narrow-gap semiconductors might be expected.
In pushing the limits of terahertz emission in our simulation, we observed an unanticipated saturation of emission when, for example, the absorption coefficient is increased. We attribute this to the vanguard counter-potential effect: The electrons photogenerated by the leading edge of the laser pulse have sufficient time to move far from the surface and set up a repulsive potential tending to counteract the photo-Dember diffusion by the time the main body of electrons, at the peak of the pulse, are photogenerated. This may partly explain why approaches employing the steady-state Dember effect fail to predict the reduced efficiency of InSb compared to InAs. 24 While it is well known that short pulses are needed for large bandwidth, the vanguard counter-potential mechanism underscores that short pulses are crucial for strong terahertz emission.
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APPENDIX : DETAILS OF THE MODEL

Initial conditions
The initial conditions of the system, before the laser strike (t < t laser ), depend on the material's parameters and the temperature. Equal numbers of intrinsic holes and electrons are introduced according to
where n i is the concentration of intrinsic electrons, p i is the concentration of intrinsic holes, k B is the Boltzmann constant, m e is the electron effective mass, m h is the hole effective mass, E g is the energy of the band gap, and T is the temperature. The concentration and sign of mobile extrinsic carriers are determined by the doping level. It is assumed that the temperature is sufficiently high (k B T E i , where E i is the impurity energy) that all potential extrinsic carriers have been excited from the donors or acceptors. A stationary background charge is included to model the dopant ions. The charge distribution is initially set to be uniform. The initial speed of the charge carriers is set by the Maxwell speed distribution and the directions are set randomly over 4π steradians by selecting random polar (θ ) and azimuthal (φ) angles. The simulation is then run long enough so that the initial carriers reach equilibrium with the boundary conditions and surface potential of the system. This ensures the later results are free of computational transients associated with starting the simulation at t = 0.
Calculating the electric field
At the beginning of each time interval dt, the instantaneous position of each electron, hole, and immobile dopant is known. This information is used to calculate the local electric field. A finite element method is used. The simulation volume is divided into cubic cells. Each charge is assigned to the nearest cell.
Poisson's equation, relating voltage V at position r and time t to the charge density ρ and relative dielectric constant (∞),
is then solved by finite differencing, in effect reducing this partial differential equation into m × m × n simultaneous equations, where m is the number of cells along the edge of the square face on the surface and n the number of cells running into the depth of the simulation volume. Here m = 20 and n = 60. Each cell is given a length of 0.1 μm, so the simulation volume is 2 μm × 2 μm × 6 μm. At the extremes of the simulation volume, suitable boundary conditions must be applied. At the front surface of the volume, a Dirichlet boundary condition (V = V surface ) is applied to allow for Fermi level pinning caused by charge trapped in surface-localized states. On the other five surfaces, a Neumann boundary condition (∂ /∂x = 0; is the electric potential) is applied. On the four sides of the simulation volume perpendicular to the front surface, symmetrical conditions are applied, since the electric field should vanish at these surfaces by charge neutrality.
Once the boundary conditions are set, the simultaneous equations are solved by a successive over-relaxation method using Chebyshev acceleration, 44 essentially a modification of the Jacobi-Strauss method. 45 Once the electric potential is known, the electric field E is calculated from E = −∇ by finite differencing.
Ballistic motion over time interval dt
Carriers inside the nondegenerate semiconductor are approximated as incoherent plane waves with a formal equation of motion given in terms of the rate of change of momentum, k, byhk = −eE where, for simplicity, we write this as the equivalent classical equation involving the charge q and the effective mass m * of the charge carrier of interest:
The local band structure of the system primarily enters into the calculation through the effective mass, which is assumed to be constant in the nearly parabolic regions where photoexcitation (or scattering) occur. Euler's method is then used to move electrons ballistically over the time interval dt. Here we use dt = 10 fs. The position and velocity are updated at each interval.
A strategy must be employed to deal with the case when a particle reaches the boundary of the simulation volume. This was done by considering the front surface to be perfectly reflecting and using cyclic boundary conditions at the other surfaces.
Scattering
To determine whether scattering occurred in a small time interval, the kinetic energy of the carrier was calculated assuming parabolic bands:
Then the probability that the particle was scattered could be calculated using the formulations summarized in Table II . Polar optical scattering refers to emission of polar optical phonons. Intervalley scattering allows carriers to move between the central valley and the four satellite L valleys. Ionized-impurity scattering refers to scattering from fixed charges. Carrier-carrier scattering refers to scattering from mobile charges. The values for the constants used in the model are given in Table I . Figure 1 gives the scattering rates related to the different mechanisms as a function of electron energy.
Once the scattering is calculated, the new wave vector is then calculated according to the polar (θ ) and azimuthal (φ) angular distributions pertinent to the given scattering mechanism.
The laser strike
At t = t laser , the laser pulse arrives. The central photon energy, total photon energy, and pulse duration are specified as simulation parameters. A Gaussian spatial distribution was employed (but neglected if the spot size was much larger than the simulation volume and so the excitation essentially uniform across the front face). In the simulations here, the laser pulse was of 100 fs full width at half maximum, total energy 1 nJ, and spot size 2 μm.
The effect of the laser strike is to introduce electron-hole pairs. Each photon is assumed to create a single electronhole pair with a quantum efficiency of 1 and with a depth distribution given by a Beer-Lambert law:
Here N (x) represents the number of photons at depth x and α is the absorption coefficient. The energy of a photoexcited electron-hole pair at creation obeys energy conservation in spherical bands with parabolic dispersion,
Here the photon energy E photon =hω photon , and v e and v h are the electron and hole speeds, respectively. The energy is partitioned depending on relative masses so that linear momentum is conserved:
We assume that the hole and electron always are created traveling in opposite directions, chosen from an isotropic distribution, and disregard the small effects of anisotropic band structure and photon momentum. Once introduced, the photocarriers (or hot carriers) are treated in exactly the same way as the intrinsic and extrinsic charge carriers (or cold carriers) set up in the initial conditions.
Calculating the terahertz output
The primary quantity of interest is the time behavior of the current density J(t) subsequent to the laser strike. This is extracted as a ensemble average over all carriers including photoexcited, intrinsic, and extrinsic.
The terahertz output is then proportional to d J(t) /dt.
